
When everyone was running towards big Hyper Markets, we 

decided to pay attention to the small time kirana wala’s. From 

an idea, a brand was formulated, which brought a revolution in 

Indian Grocery Retail.



CASE STUDY



During the year 2014, when the organisation started the business considering 

India as one of the largest consumer markets for grocery retail, they came 

across one big question - 'How to survive in the constantly changing challenging 

circumstances. Though the way of doing retail business is evolving at lightning 

fast speed across, the sectors and even the consumer buying behavior is also 

changing rapidly, it is the Kirana shops that remain unchanged over the years.
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So the major question that hammers the head is how they are 

going to survive & sustain in the future if they don't adopt the new 

business methods?
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And that's how the idea of Kirana King was born. The mission was clear. We 

wanted to create India’s largest offline marketplace for grocery retail by way of 

focusing on standardization, centralization & digitization and by giving new look 

& identity to Kirana shops in India
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BUSINESS OBJECTIVES OF KIRANA KING

 Improving the infrastructure, 

and changing the look and feel 

of Kirana Stores.

 Providing the solutions of the 

centralized purchase and 

supply.

 Digitization of the traditional 

Kirana Stores by moving them 

from calculator to the cloud.

 Increase brand visibility.

 Better connectivity amongst 

brands, consumers and Kirana

stores.

 Fair prices for consumers.

 Augment incomes throughout 

the grocery supply chain.



FLAGS COMMUNICATIONS ROLE IN THE ORGANIZATION

Flags Comm is the brand’s Marketing Agency since its inception . Entire onus 
of Brand launch in the Jaipur Market was lying with Flags and it has been the 
most successful launch in the history of Jaipur ever.  Flags work as the 
extended wing of kirana king which takes care of the holistic marketing 
strategies for them. Areas we look after:

 Marketing & Advertising

 Brand Management

 Social Media

 Public Relations



INITIAL BRAND 

CHALLENGES:

 The concept of Kirana King was a little difficult/ complicated to 

understand

 Stakeholders were very different from each other, hence different 

routes and modes of communications had to be followed for 

engaging all. Different Brand Stake holders are as follows Kirana

Shops/ kirana owners

 Direct customer(to be directed/ diverted to kirana king stores)

 Multinational Brands

 Financial Institutions

 Investors

 Brand owners were also new to the industry as previous experience 

was in different sector and different country all together 

 Apprehensions of Kirana wala’s to convert to Kirana King stores 



HOW FLAGS PLAYED THE ROLE OF A MARCOM AGENCY?

As an integrated MARCOM agency, Flags took upon the complete exercise for 
Kirana King to establish it as one of the leading players in Retail industry. 
Undertaking all the above mentioned exercises, Flags transformed the brand into 
an easily acceptable one. Steps followed were:

 Thorough Understanding of the concept of Kirana King 

 Understanding the sector at large as till now it had been ruled by giant 

players like Reliance, Fortune group etc.

 To take care of threats and to identify the opportunities



HOW FLAGS PLAYED THE ROLE OF A MARCOM AGENCY?

 Establishing the brand spokesperson as the industry expert through rigorous 

marketing and PR exercise

 Crafting customised marketing strategies according to the needs of the market 

and need of the sector

 Connecting with the various stake holders, all at the same time.

 Creating the image of the brand in a manner, that right from the Kirana Wala to 

the investor, everyone feels connected and optimistic about Kirana King



B2B COMMUNICATION

B2B communication in Kirana King had to be done at two levels. One is a not so 
educated Kirana wala who had no big aspirations for growth in business. The 

other ones were well established FMCG brands which we wanted to associate 
with for our grocery supply chain network. Strategies were made for successful 

brand launch:



 Kirana King was given a very fresh Brand Identity with which , not just the brand 

vison and misson could be communicated but also the entire brand ecosystem 

could relate with.

 Empowering Grocery Retail was the Brand tagline crafted after much 

deliberation which later on became the business vision



 Brand ambassador was hired who could resonate 

with all the stakeholders and could most 

importantly resonate with Kirana walas



 Various brand videos and brand photoshoots were done to pep up the brand mood



 Various brand videos and brand photoshoots were done to pep up the brand mood



 Communication material developed at different levels. Entire communication kit was 
developed to make the kirana wala’s understand the concept and the advantages of 
converting from Kirana wala to Kirana King. 

 Entire Internal communication was developed.



 Pre-Launch Press conference was done for the launch announcement



 Gala Launch was planned on 15th August 2018 where all the stake holders were invited. 
Event Theme was Parivartan : 'Aane Waali Chunotiyon Se KIRANA Vyavsaayion Ko
AZAADI. This has now become a flagship event which takes place every year



 Launch was instant hit with all
 Aggressive PR carried out to establish the spokesperson as the voice of the industry and 

creating brand awareness. 



 Industry newsletter was created to keep stakeholders afloat of the company’s happening
 Events were organised for kirana walas on occasions like Diwali and Holi etc



 Creating transformation testimonial videos 
 Various strategies to tap FMCG brands were formulated
 Investor presentations were made
 Various business collaborations being established through Flags Business club



B2C COMMUNICATION

B2C communication was important to draw the crowd/customers to the kirana
king value stores and super stores. It was equally important to communicate with 

them about the various changes happening at their local kirana stores and 
advantages of shopping from Kirana King



 ‘India Ki Nayi Dukaan’ was not just a tagline but it became brand Mission.

 Sanjay Mishra created an instant connect because of his next ‘door guy image’ with end 
consumer.



 Launch was announced using all the advertising mediums like OOH, Print, Radio , Digital



• Various lucrative offers were floated for end customer
• Various festivals and occasions saw attractive brand communication being floated in 

market 





• Popular yet cost effective mediums were used for brand promotions like Newspapers 
insert and radio stations

• Various CSR activities are carried out to keep the brand visibility on
• Digital medium is used to keep the engagement high with the end consumer.



ACHIEVEMENT/ SUCCESS STORY

 Kirana King has transformed the lives of so many Kirana Wala’s and their business 

has almost double folded

 Kirana King is the name to reckon with in Jaipur. 

 All the stakeholders feel the need to be connected with the brand

 There are over 250 Kirana King stores along with a Super Store in Jaipur

 Brand is now expanding outside Jaipur and has intentions of covering up entire 

Rajasthan market and then North India

 Brand has won awards and accolades for its overall market presence

 Kirana King has been able to generate good investment because of the one-of-its-

kind business approach



FLAGS COMMUNICATIONS IS PROUD TO BE STILL HANDLING 

THE BRAND MARKETING DEPARTMENT OF KIRANA KING 

SUCESSFULLY AND THE STORY CONTINUES……



They have contributed immensely to 

develop our brand in a very short span of 

time. Their ideas and marketing strategies 

helped us to establish our business across 

various networks.  I wish them best to 

continue with their spirit of empowering 

various brands across the country.

Anup Kumar Khandelwal
Founder & CEO, Kirana King



THANK YOU

LET’S CONNECT @ 09310055885


